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1. INTRODUCTION
This user manual has been compiled to assist the System Supervisor
in configuring and administering the range of 12 and 32 port systems.
The 12 and 32 port systems utilise the same control and interface
cards. The available interface cards each provide 4 communication
ports in various configurations namely:
1+2+1 card:
2+0+2 card:
1+1+2 card:

1 PSTN + 2 Terminals + 1 POT (Standard Telephone)
2 PSTN + 0 Terminals + 2 POTS
1 PSTN + 1 Terminal + 2 POTS

The system configuration is carried out using an Executive Terminal
and requires the entry of a password.
Logging in as the System Supervisor will provide you access to all
the procedures necessary to re-program and configure the system.
The System Supervisor’s responsibilities include the allocation of
User Grades (Priority A: High, B: Medium, C: Low) and the assigning
of the various facilities to the extensions.
If the system operates as a satellite off a Host PABX, certain
programming sequences will require the addition of the PABX access
code and an additional pause (#).
These procedures are described in Section 5.
NOTE: This document covers the features supported by variants
of Version 3 and Version 4 software. Reference has been
made in the description of various features that the
feature is only supported by Version 4 software.
Any reference to V4.xx implies variants of Version 4
software.
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2. SYSTEM FEATURES
2.1 Account Codes
Account codes is a mechanism of allowing the user of an
extension involved in an exchange line to assign a code that will
be represented on the logging

2.2 Attendant Console
An Executive or Super Executive terminal programmed to
operate as an Attendant Console may be used on your system
to handle and distribute internal and external calls.
To call the Attendant Console, dial the access code (default 9)
or, the three-digit extension number. Check with the System
Supervisor.

2.3 Boss/Secretary
The “boss” can be protected from all calls except those
originating from the “secretary” extension. To set this feature
up, the boss extension initiates a “DIVERT ALL” to the secretary
extension.
Any extension when dialling the boss will
automatically be routed to the “secretary“. The secretary will be
the only extension that will be allowed to dial the “boss”
extension directly.

2.4

Call Barring
This permits the System Supervisor to prevent an extension
user from making calls to specified external area codes or
telephone numbers.
Class of Service 1 is the default and is the highest (unrestricted)
class of service.
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2.5 Call Logging
Details of all outgoing calls are recorded, and the information is
logged to a printer or PC via the RS232 port in the control unit.
The call log information includes the extension number from
which the call was made, the called number, the account code
and the time and duration of the call and the number of Meter
Pulses detected.
The system supervisor has the capability to enable incoming call
logging. The call log information will record INCOMING CALL
instead of dialled digits.
The call duration on the call log information is more accurately
determined by implementing a presumed answer time. The call
duration will also be adjusted if Meter Pulse Detection is enabled
and the first Meter Pulse is received.

2.6 Central Bell
Allows a standard telephone port to be used to ring a central
bell, or telephone in a nominated group of users, to indicate an
incoming call. Calls in the central bell area are accessed via the
Call Pick-Up facility (See 7.3).

2.7 Direct In-Lines
Incoming calls on pre-assigned exchange lines can be re-routed
to pre-designated terminals without Attendant Console
intervention.

2.8 DMTF/LD Dialling
Pressing the * key after seizing the exchange line, or at any time
during dialling, will change the exchange line signalling from
Pulse (LD) to Tone (DTMF) to access services such as Home
Banking etc.
This facility is not required if the exchange line is already using
DTMF signalling. (Check with your System Supervisor).

3
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2.9 Music-on-hold
The system generates an internal tone, used to give an
indication to callers that they are in the Hold condition.
Optionally, provision is made for music from an external source
to be supplied to the caller on hold. The System Supervisor sets
the options.

2.10 Night Service
This allows the System Supervisor to alter the ringing pattern of
incoming exchange line calls.
The system can be run permanently in either Day or Night
Service; in automatic mode, where the start and end times are
programmed, or, manually, under the control of the System
Supervisor.

2.11 Wait on Busy
If the external line selected, or the extension called is busy,
engaged tone will be heard and the call automatically placed in a
queue, according to the caller’s user grade.
Provided the caller remains off-hook, when the line becomes
free, the terminal will be connected in accordance with its place
in the queue.

4
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3. DEFAULT SETTINGS
3.1 System Parameters
Parameter

Default
12 port/32 port

Extension number length
Base extension number
Country mode
Clock time mode
Date
Music-on-hold
Night service mode
Night service start/stop
Autohold
Exchange line access
Specific exchange access
Attendant console
Attendant console access
Barred/allowed calls
Speed dial numbers
Hunt groups

3
200
UK
24 hour
DD:MM:YYYY
Internal tone
Day
08:00 / 17:00
Enabled
0
7xx
None
9
See 7.2
None
None

Hot lines

None

Options
4
100/300/600
US
12 hour
None
External or Off
Night or Auto
As required
Disabled
None
None
10 max
As required
50 per class
100 of 25 digits
16 to 24
extensions
10 max

3.2 Exchange line parameters
PARAMETER
Exchange line length
Access pause
TBR length
ELR length
Recall mode
Ring cessation length
Dialling mode
Day ring list
Night ring list
Host PABX access digit
Host PABX pause
State
MP state

DEFAULT
Long
3500ms
100ms
1000ms
TBR
3000ms
LD (V3.xx) / MF (V4.xx)
See next table
See next table
3500ms
Enabled
Disabled

OPTIONS
Short/long
3500ms – 11500ms
0000ms – 1500ms
0000ms – 31968ms
ELR
0000ms – 20000ms
MF / LD
00 – 64
00 – 64
As required
3500ms – 11500ms
Disabled
Enabled

Note: Apart from the Ring lists and the Host PABX access
digit, only the Installation Technician should alter the
exchange line parameters.
5
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Default ring list settings for 12 port / 32 port
The ring list contains the extensions, which will ring for an
incoming call on the particular exchange.
The default ring list table assumes that the system is
populated with the 1+2+1 card.
Exchange line
04
08
12
16
20
24

Day ring list
01
02
03
04
05
06

Night ring list
20
20
20
20
20
20

3.3 Terminal parameters
Parameter
Priority
Type
State
Class of service (day)
Class of service (night)
Supervisory tone inhibit
Extension number
Broadcast permission
Terminal is/is not a console
C/W tone
Speed Dial (V4.xx only)
Forced Account (V4.xx only)
Door Unit (V4.xx only)

6

Default
C – Low
Instrument
connected
Enabled
1
1
Enabled
2xx
Enabled
Enabled
Enabled
Disabled
Disabled

Options
A-High, B-Medium
M-Term, E-Term,
S-Term, POT
Disabled
1–5
1–5
Disabled
Dependant on base
Disabled
As required
Disabled
Disabled
Enabled
Enabled
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3.4 Programmable keys
The terminals connected to the system will by default have the
illustrated functions programmed for each key.
The System Supervisor can alter the default settings shown
below for each terminal. The terminal user can re-program the
settings except for exchange line access.
The PROGRAM and FACILITY keys cannot be changed or reprogrammed.
EXTENSION TERMINAL (standard or executive)

LINE 704

LINE 708

LINE 712

LINE 716

CAMP ON

PICK UP

MEMORY

REDIAL

PROGRAM

FACILITY

RETRIEVE

HOLD

7
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EXTENSION TERMINAL (SUPER EXECUTIVE TERMINAL)
(V4.xx only)

DIVERT

MUTE

CAMP ON

LNR
VOICE MAIL MESSAGE

EXECUTIVE TERMINAL CONFIGURED AS ATTENDANT
CONSOLE

LINE 704

LINE 708

LINE 712

LINE 716

NIGHT
SERVICE

PAGE

DROP

ANSWER

PROGRAM

FACILITY

RETRIEVE

HOLD
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SUPER EXECUTIVE TERMINAL AS ATTENDANT CONSOLE
(V4.xx only)

DROP

INTRUDE

3.5 Call pick-up groups
A maximum of 10 pick-up groups (numbered 01 to 10) can be
configured on the system. By default, all terminals will be in
Group 01.

3.6 Ring lists
Internal
Internal ring lists are used to ring a number of extensions when
a 3-digit extension number (ring list pilot number) is dialled.
By default, the 10 internal ring lists will be empty but can be
programmed by the System Supervisor.
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External
External ring lists determine which extensions will ring when an
incoming call is received on a particular exchange line. Each
exchange line is allocated a day and a night ring list as
described in Section 3.2.
A maximum of 65 exchange line ring lists (00 to 64) can be
created.
By default, the first terminal and POT on the system will be
allocated to each exchange line ring list. The installer/System
Supervisor can change this to suit the requirements of the
installation.

3.7 Default call barring
Level 1
All calls allowed.
Level 2

National calls allowed, International calls barred.

Level 3

Provincial calls allowed, Levels 1 and 2 barred.

Level 4

Local calls allowed, Levels 1,2 and 3 barred.

Level 5

Internal calls allowed, Levels 1,2,3 and 4 barred.
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4. ACCESS SYSTEM CONFIGURATION MODE
Access to configuration mode requires the entry of a password, after
which the System Supervisor is able to re-program the system
default settings according to the customer’s particular requirements.
Two user grades are available to the System Supervisor.
- 2: System Supervisor (default password 0123456789)
- 3: Operator
(default password 9876543210)
4.1 Logging in procedure


Lift the handset, or press

SPEAKER

PLEASE KEY

8

4



Press and release F then



Enter your user grade (2 for supervisor, 3 for operator)



Enter the 10 digit password:

*

READY

The terminal is now in configuration mode.
If an incorrect password is entered, a Facility Reject tone is
heard and the display shows: FACILITY REJECTED

Before attempting to log-in again, you must go on-hook and
off-hook.

After three unsuccessful attempts to log-in, any further
attempts from that terminal will be rejected for a period of
10 minutes.

11
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4.2 Logging out procedure
Log out by replacing the handset (or pressing SPEAKER).
The terminal then reverts to normal operation.
SPEAKER
Alternatively, if the terminal is not used for four minutes, It will
time-out, sound a warning tone, and revert to normal operation
(provided the handset is replaced, or the SPEAKER key
pressed).

4.3 Passwords
4.3.1. Viewing Passwords
To view the Supervisor or Operator password:


Press and release F then 0

2

0

PSWD GRADE (0-3) ?



Enter the grade number e.g. 2 (Supervisor), or 3
(Operator) .
PASSWORD
0123456789



or

PASSWORD
9876543210

Press P to return to the READY prompt.
The System Supervisor is grade 2 and is able to
view grades 2 and 3. It is not possible to view the
password of a higher grade.
If an attempt is made to view the password of a
higher grade, the facility reject tone is heard and
the display shows:
ACCESS DENIED

12
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4.3.2.

Changing the password
This facility enables you to change the Supervisor or
Operator’s default (or current) password.


Log in using the Supervisor or Operator default (or
current) password. The display shows:
READY



Press and release F then 0

2

1

The display shows the default (or current)
password:
PASSWORD
0123456789



Enter the new 10-digit password (not shown on the
display).
AGAIN



Re-enter the new password. If the passwords are
identical:
PASSWORD CHANGED

If not, the display reverts to the default (or current)
password:
PASSWORD
0123456789



Enter and re-enter the new password.
After successfully changing the password, press P
to return to the READY prompt.
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4.3.3.

Changing the terminal/telephone user password
To change the terminal/telephone user password:


Press and release F then 0

2

2

EXT ?



Enter the extension number whose password is to
be changed.
NEW PASSWORD



Enter the new 4-digit password (not shown on the
display).
AGAIN



Re-enter the new password. If the passwords are
identical:
PASSWORD CHANGED

If the passwords are not identical:
then

MISMATCH



EXT ?

Re-enter the extension number and begin the
sequence again.
After successfully changing the password, press P
to return to the READY prompt.
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5. CONFIGURING THE SYSTEM PORTS
Before starting to configure the system, the Supervisor should be
familiar with the following procedures:
a)

After successfully logging in and receiving the READY
prompt, the allocation of a facility is started by pressing the
FACILITY (F) key followed by the three digit code and then
the required keying sequence for that facility as described in
this section.

b)

Pressing the PROGRAM (P) key ends the allocation of a
facility. Any changes made up to that point will be saved,
acceptance is signalled by the Facility accept tone and the
display returns to the READY prompt.

c)

The *, # and 0 keys are used to perform the following
functions:

*



Pressing the
key returns the display to the
previous prompt.



Pressing the # key advances the display to the
next prompt.



Pressing the 0 key selects the required option.

After selecting the required option, press the #
key to
advance to the next display, or press P to save the option
and return to the READY prompt.
If the * or # keys are used to exit a prompt, the last option
displayed for that prompt will remain in effect.
The prompts and displays are cyclic, and advancing beyond
the final display will automatically return to the first display.
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d)

If an incorrect code is entered, or a facility is not allowed, the
facility reject tone is heard and the display shows FACILITY
REJECTED or FACILTIY UNOBTAINABLE.
If you misdial during a routine, pressing P will exit the
routine and return the display to the READY prompt.

e)

When the terminal is in configuration mode, a flashing
indicator will signal any calls to the terminal (if that key has
been allocated to the calling extension or exchange line).
None of the normal call indications will appear on the display.
If the terminal should lock-up whilst in configuration mode,
exit by going on-hook, and then re-enter configuration mode.
Before trying to configure the system the Supervisor should
check the present system configuration, i.e. what exchanges
and extensions are presently available on the system.

16
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5.1 Ports available on the system
Each exchange line on the system has a three-digit in the 700
range, e.g. 704, 708, 712 etc.
5.1.1.

Viewing all exchange line numbers


Press and release F then 1

0

3

EXCH 1/6 EXCHXX
(*, #)

1
6
XX


is the position of the exchange line number
in the list.
is the number of exchange line numbers in
the list.
is the exchange line number.

Use the # key to scroll through the list.
EXCH 2/6 EXCHXX
(*, #)


5.1.2.

Press P to return to the READY prompt .

Viewing all extension numbers


Press and release

F then 1

0

2

EXT 1/16 201
(*, #)

1
16
201


is the position of the extension number in the
list.
is the number of extensions in the list.
is the extension number.

Use the # key to scroll through the list.
EXT 2/16 202
(*, #)



Press P to return to the READY prompt.
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5.2 Changing Exchange Port configuration
5.2.1. Viewing exchange line settings
This facility lists the exchange line settings for a specific
exchange line.


Press and release F then 0

8

0

EXCH ?



Enter the required exchange line number. If a valid
exchange line number is entered, the settings are
displayed in the following sequence:

EXCHANGE LINE LENGTH
Specifies length of exchange line; short or long
(default : long)
Short = 0 – 300 ohms
Long = >300 ohms
ACCESS PAUSE
Length of access pause;

TBR LENGTH
Timed break recall;

3500ms
11500ms
(default 3500ms)
0ms – 450ms
(default 90ms)

ELR LENGTH
Earth loop recall;

0ms – 1600ms
(default 1000ms)

RECALL MODE
TBR or ELR; Timed break recall or Earth loop recall
(default TBR)
RING CESSN
Length of ring cessation;
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DIALLING MODE
MF or LD; Multi-frequency or Loop disconnect
(default LD – V3.xx)
(default MF – V4.xx)
DAY RING LIST
Day service ring list number (from 00 to 64)
NIGHT RING LIST
Night service ring list number (from 00 to 64)
HOST ACCESS
Host PABX access digit
Note: The access digit can be programmed to suit the
host PABX (see the following section).
HOST PAUSE
Host PABX access pause;

3500ms – 11500ms
(default 3500ms)

STATE
ENABLED or DISABLED (default ENABLED)
MP STATE
Allows detection of 50Hz or 16kHz meter pulses to be
detected:
ENABLED or DISABLED
(default DISABLED)


Pressing the # key moves to the next setting.



Pressing the
setting.



Press P to return to the READY prompt.

*
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5.2.2.

Changing exchange line settings
This facility allows for the changing of the exchange line
settings for a specific exchange line. It is used primarily
for allocating exchange line ring lists to a particular
exchange line, or to set the dialling mode of the
exchange line.


Press and release F then 0

8

1

EXCH ?



Enter the required exchange line number. If a valid
exchange line number is entered, the first exchange
line setting is displayed.
EXCH LINE LENGTH
LONG (0, *, #) ?



If it is required to change the line length press 0
and the display will change as follows:
EXCH LINE LENGTH
SHORT (0, *, #) ?



Once the parameter is set press # to scroll to the
next parameter. The display changes as follows:
ACCESS PAUSE 3500ms
(number, *, #) ?
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The number entered will ascertain the length of the
Access pause. The options are as follows:
NUMBER
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23


LENGTH
3500ms
4000ms
4500ms
5000ms
5500ms
6000ms
6500ms
7000ms
7500ms
8000ms
8500ms
9000ms
9500ms
10000ms
10500ms
11000ms
11500ms

Once this parameter is set, press # to scroll to
the next parameter. The display changes as
follows:
TBR LENGTH: 90ms
(number, *, #) ?

The number entered will determine the TBR length.
The options are as follows:
NUMBER
00
01
02
03
04
05
06
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NUMBER
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15


LENGTH
210ms
240ms
270ms
300ms
330ms
360ms
390ms
420ms
450ms

Once the parameter is set as required, press # to
scroll to next function.
ERL LENGTH: 1000ms
(number, *, #) ?

The number entered will determine the ELR length.
The options are as follows:
NUMBER
000
005
010
015
020
025
030
035
040
045
050


LENGTH
0ms
160ms
320ms
480ms
640ms
800ms
960ms
1120ms
1280ms
1440ms
1600ms

Once the parameter is set as required, press # to
scroll to next function.
RECALL MODE: TBR
(0, *, #) ?

To alter Recall mode to ELR press 0 .
However ELR is not presently supported on this
system.
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Press # to scroll to next function
RING CESSN: 3000ms
(number, *, #) ?

The number entered will determine the time taken
for ring to stop after call stopped.
NUMBER
00
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

LENGTH
0ms
500ms
1000ms
1500ms
2000ms
2500ms
3000ms
3500ms
4000ms
4500ms
5000ms
5500ms
6000ms
6500ms
7000ms
7500ms
8000ms
8500ms
9000ms
9500ms
10000ms
10500ms
11000ms
11500ms
12000ms
12500ms
13000ms
13500ms
14000ms
14500ms
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NUMBER
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40


LENGTH
15000ms
15500ms
16000ms
16500ms
17000ms
17500ms
18000ms
18500ms
19000ms
19500ms
20000ms

Once the parameter is set as required, press # to
scroll to the next function.
DIALLING MODE: LD
(0, *, #) ?

To change the dialling mode to DTMF press 0
and the display will show the following:
DIALLING MODE: MF
(0, *, #) ?



Use the # key to scroll to the following
parameter.
DAY RING LIST: 1
(number, *, #) ?



Enter the ring list number e.g. 0



To allocate the ring list to the exchange line.
The display shows:
DAY RING LIST: 2
(number, *, #) ?
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The method to view and change exchange line ring
lists is described in the following section.


Use the # key to move to the night service ring
list.
NIGHT RING LIST: 1
(number, *, #) ?



Follow the same procedure as for day service to
add each ring list number to the exchange line.



Use the # key to move to the Host Access
display.
HOST ACCESS:
(digit(s), *, #) ?



Enter the required access digit e.g. 9
HOST ACCESS: 9
(digit(s), *, #) ?



Press P to save the entry.
HOST PAUSE: 3500ms
(number, *, #) ?

The number entered has the same format as the
access pause parameter.


Once the parameter set press # to scroll to next
function:
STATE: ENABLED
(0, *, #) ?



Pressing 0 will disable the exchange line and it
will not be available for use. It is advisable not to
alter this state.



Press # to scroll to the next function.
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MP STATE: DISABLED
(0,*, #) ?



Pressing 0 will enable meter pulse detection.
The display will then show:
MP STATE: ENABLED
(0,*, #) ?



Pressing the # will scroll the display to the initial
Exchange setting display.



Pressing P at any point while scrolling through the
parameters, will return the display to the READY
prompt.
The following sections describe the functions, which
are directly related to the exchange line set up.

5.3 Ring lists
A maximum of 64 ring lists can be created. Once allocated to a
particular exchange the extensions programmed in the ring list
will ring on incoming exchange line calls.
5.3.1.

Viewing the exchange line ring list
This facility shows which extensions will ring on
incoming exchange line calls.


Press and release F then 1

3

0

RING LIST (dd) ?



Enter the 2 digit exchange line ring list number (0064) for the systems.
If no extension numbers have been allocated to the
ring list:
LIST EMPTY

Then RING LIST (dd) ?
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When LIST EMPTY is displayed incoming
exchange line calls will ring the last extension on
the system.
If extension numbers have been allocated to the
ring list, the display shows:
R/L 1/3
201

1
3
201


is the position of the extension number in the
ring list
is the number of extensions in the ring list
is the extension number.

Use the # key to scroll through the list.
R/L 2/3
202


5.3.2.

Press P to return to the READY prompt.

Adding an extension to the exchange line ring list
A maximum of 24 extensions can be allocated to a ring
list. Refer to (5.3.1).


Press and release F then 1

3

1

RING LIST (dd) ?



Enter the ring list number (00-64) to which the
extension is to be added.
R/L 0
EXT ?



Enter the extension number to be added to the ring
list.
If the ring list is full, the facility reject tone is heard
and the display shows:
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LIST FULL

If less then 24 extensions are allocated, the display
shows:
EXT ADDED TO LIST

then

RING LIST (dd) ?

The same, (or another) ring list number can be
entered to add another extension to the same, (or
another) ring list.

5.3.3.

Press P to return to the READY prompt.

Deleting an extension from exchange line ring list.


Press and release F

then

1

3

2

RING LIST (dd) ?



Enter the ring list number (00-64) from which the
extension is to be deleted.
R/L 0
EXT ?



Enter the extension number to be deleted from the
ring list.
If the extension number is not in the ring list, the
facility reject tone is heard and the display reverts
to:
R/L 0
EXT ?

If the extension number is in the ring list, the display
shows:
EXT REMOVED
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The same, (or another) ring list number can be
entered to delete another extension from the same,
(or another) ring list.


Press P to return to the READY prompt.

5.4 Meter pulse set-up
The system will be able to detect and utilise 50Hz or 16kHz
signals provided by the exchange if the 50Hz or 16kHz SPM
daughter board is fitted and the MP STATE in exchange
parameters is enabled.
The call log duration will also be adjusted when Meter Pulse
Detection is enabled on an exchange line. The call duration
timer will start as normal when the exchange line is seized but
will be reset once the first meter pulse is received from the line.
The termination of the call will stop the duration as normal.
5.4.1.

Set unit cost


Press F
show:

then

6

8

4

and display will

UNIT COST (dddd) 1000
= ?

Enter the four-digit code representing the cost per
unit.
i.e.
0100 =
10c per unit
0500 =
50c per unit
The unit cost and running total of meter pulses will
be utilised to calculate the call cost.
5.5 Call Logging
The call logging records the details of all outgoing, and the
information is logged to a printer or PC via the RS232 port in the
control unit.
The system supervisor has the capability to enable incoming call
logging. The call log information will record INCOMING CALL
instead of dialled digits.
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Incoming Call Log
The system supervisor can enable/disable the Incoming call
logging feature.


Press F
show:

then

6

8

2 and the display will

I/C CALL LOG:
ENABLED



If the displayed status is correct, press
to the READY prompt.



If the displayed status is not correct,
Press F then
show:

6

8

P

to return

2 and the display will

I/C CALL LOG:
DISABLED


5.5.1.

Press P to return to the READY prompt.

Call filters
The system provides incoming and outgoing call filters,
which provide time limits after which the call information
is recorded for logging purposes.


Incoming call filter


Press F
show:

then

6

8

1 and display will

I/C CALL FILTER: 0
= ?



Enter a digit 0-9 to set the required time cut off.
The time corresponding to digit entered is as
follows:
1 to 6
:
10 to 60 seconds
7 to 9
:
2 to 4 minutes
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Once the required digit is entered the display will
change as follows:
I/C CALL FILTER: 9
= ?





If this is correct, press P to return to the READY
prompt.
Outgoing call filter



Press F

then

6

8

0

O/G CALL FILTER: 0
= ?



5.5.2.

Enter a digit 0-9 to set required time cut off.
The time is as per the incoming call filter.

Presumed Answer Time
The call duration on the call log information can be more
accurately determined by implementing a presumed
answer time.
The call duration is calculated from the time the
exchange line is seized until it is dropped.
The system software will automatically subtract the
presumed answer time from the recorded call duration
and this will be displayed in the duration column on the
call log printout.
From the READY prompt


Press and release F

then 6

9

0

ANSWR TIME: 000secs
(number) ?



Enter the Presumed Answer time in seconds (0059)
0 for 10seconds
e.g. 1
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ANSWR TIME: 010secs
(number) ?



Press P to complete the procedure and save the
new setting.
The default setting for the presumed answer time is
0 seconds.

5.6 Changing Extension Port configuration
Each extension has a three-digit extension number in the 200
range e.g. 201, 202, 203 etc. This is the default configuration
and can be altered by the system supervisor.
5.6.1.

Viewing extension settings
This facility allows you to view the current settings for a
particular extension.


Press and release F then

1

0

0

EXT ?



Enter the required extension number. If a valid
extension number is entered, the settings are
displayed in the following sequence:
PRIORITY:

Priority level, A: High,
B: Medium, or C: Low
(default C)

TYPE:

POT or terminal E-Term,
S-Term, M-Term.

STATE:

ENABLED/DISABLED
(default ENABLED).

CLASS DAY:

Class of service 1,2,3,4 or 5
(default 1).

CLASS NIGHT: Class of service 1,2,3,4 or 5
(default 1).
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TONES:

Supervisory tone inhibit
ENABLED/DISABLED
(default ENABLED)

EXT:

Extension number 201, 202 etc.

BROADCAST:

ENABLED/DISABLED
(default ENABLED)

TERM IS NOT CONSOLE/TERM IS CONSOLE
(default TERM IS NOT CONSOLE)
C/W TONE:

ENABLE/DISABLE
(default ENABLE)

SPD DIAL:
(V4.xx only)

ENABLE/DISABLE
(default ENABLE)

FRCD CODES: ENABLE/DISABLE
(V4.xx only)
(default DISABLE)
DOOR UNIT:
(V4.xx only)

5.6.2.

ENABLE/DISABLE
(default DISABLE)



Pressing the # key moves to the next setting.



Pressing the
setting.



Press P to return to the READY prompt.

*

key returns to the previous

Changing extension settings
This facility allows you to change the current settings for
a particular extension.


Press and release F
EXT ?
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Enter the required extension number. If a valid
extension number is entered, the settings are
displayed in the same sequence as in 5.6.1.



Pressing the # key moves to the next setting.



Pressing the
setting.



Pressing the 0 key scrolls through the setting
options available.



Press P to complete the procedure and save the
new setting.

*

key returns to the previous

Note: If the extension number you enter is that of the
terminal you are using to configure the system, ensure
that you do not set STATE to DISABLED.
If you accidentally do this, you cannot proceed further
with system configuration, or use the terminal for normal
operation.
It will then be necessary to log-in at another Executive
terminal in order to re-enable the original terminal.
Do not attempt to change the configuration terminal to or
from an Attendant console.
If an Attendant console is used on the system, two
Executive terminals should be installed; one for the
Supervisor and the other for the Console operator.
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5.6.3.

Exchange line access for an extension

5.6.3.1. Viewing exchange line access
This facility enables you to view the exchange lines
and exchange line access (AUTO or SELECT)
available to a particular extension.


Press and release F then

1

1

0

EXT ?



Enter the required extension number.
EXCH GRP: EXCH04
AUTO (*, #)



EXCH GRP: EXCH04
SELECT (*, #)

Use the # key to move to each subsequent
exchange line display.
EXTCH GRP: EXCH08
AUTO (*, #)



or

or

EXCH GRP: EXCH08
SELECT (*, #)

Press P to return to the READY prompt.

5.6.3.2. Changing an extension’s exchange line access
This facility enables you to change the exchange line
access of a particular extension.


Press and release F

then

1

1

1

EXT ?



Enter the required extension number.
EXTCH GRP: EXCH04
AUTO (*, #, 0)
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Use the # key to move to each subsequent
exchange line display, and the 0 key change
the access: AUTO or SELECT.



Press P

to return to the READY prompt.

5.6.3.3. Adding exchange line access
This facility is used to allocate access to exchange
lines for each extension, and determines which lines
are available by Autoselect (dialling the access code
0) and those available by Select (dialling a specific
exchange line number e.g. 704).


Press and release

F

1

then

0

5

EXT ?



Enter the extension number.
EXCH ?



Enter an exchange line number e.g. 04 which is
to be made available to the extension.
AUTOSELECT: SELECT
(*, #)



Press #
selection.

for Autoselect, or

AUTOSELECT: AUTO
(*, #)



*

for manual

AUTOSELECT: SELECT

or (*, #)

Press P to complete the procedure and return
to the READY prompt.
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5.6.3.4. Removing exchange line access
This facility is used to remove and extension’s
access to an exchange line.


Press and release F

then 1

0

4

EXT ?



Enter the extension number.
ENTRY: EXCH 04
AUTO (*, #, 0)

5.6.4.

or

ENTRY: EXCH 04
SELECT (*, #, 0)



Use the # key to move to the next exchange
line number in the list and the 0 key to remove
the exchange line access from the list.



Press P

to return to the READY prompt.

Programmable key settings
The System Supervisor is able to view and change the
programmable key settings of any extension, or to reset
the keys to their default values.
Standard and Executive Terminals
The programmable keys with an indicator next to them
(keys 01 to 08) can have any facility, extension number,
or external exchange line associated with them.
The bottom two rows of keys can only be associated
with facilities.
Re-programming the keys will override any setting made
by the extension user.
Keys 23 (FACILITY) and 24 (PROGRAM) cannot be
changed.
The following diagrams show the default settings for the
extension user terminal and the Attendant console
terminal on the system.
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EXTENSION TERMINAL
The programmed lines are the first 4 exchanges found on the
system.

01

02

03

04

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

05

06

07

08

17

18

19

20

CAMP ON

PICK UP

MEMORY

REDIAL

24

23

22

21

PROGRAM

FACILITY

RETRIEVE

HOLD

The numbers above the keys are for reference purposes only,
and are not printed on the key labels.
EXECUTIVE TERMINAL CONFIGURED AS ATTENDANT
CONSOLE

01

02

03

04

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

06

07

08

05

17

18

19

20

NIGHT
SERVICE

PAGE

DROP

ANSWER

24

23

22

21

PROGRAM

FACILITY

RETRIEVE

HOLD
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Super Executive Terminal
The programmable keys with an indicator next to them
(keys 01 to 16, 25-28) can have any facility, extension
number, or external exchange line associated with them.
Re-programming the keys will override any setting made
by the extension user.
The fixed function keys (17-22, 29,30) have dedicated
facilities associated with them and can not be changed.
Keys 23 (FACILITY) and 24 (PROGRAM) cannot be
changed.
The following diagrams show the default settings for the
extension user terminal and the Attendant console
terminal on the system.
SUPER EXECUTIVE TERMINAL (V4.xx only)

DIVERT

MUTE

CAMP ON

LNR
VOICE MAIL MESSAGE
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SUPER EXECUTIVE TERMINAL AS ATTENDANT
CONSOLE (V4.xx only)

DROP
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5.6.4.1. Viewing key settings


Press and release F

then 2

0

0

EXT ?



Enter the required extension number.
KEY 01
704

Indicating that exchange line 704 is stored under
key number one.


Use the # key to scroll through the key
numbers.
If a facility is stored under a key, the facility code
is displayed, e.g. KEY 21 F
9 (HOLD).

*

KEY 21
F*9



Press P

to return to the READY prompt.

5.6.4.2. To change keys to their default value:


Press and release F

then 2

0

EXT ?



Enter the required extension number.
KEY NUMBER
(*, dd) ?
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Press the

*

key. The display returns to:

EXT ?



Press P to save the setting and return to the
READY prompt.

5.6.4.3. To change a key setting.


Press and release F then

2

0

1

EXT ?



Enter the required extension number.
KEY NUMBER
(*, dd) ?



Enter the two-digit code of the key to be
changed.
PROGRAM (EXT, EXCH,
FACILITY) ?

If an extension or exchange line number, or a
facility code is not entered within 15 seconds, a
time-out will operate, the display will show
FACILITY REJECTED and then return to
EXT ?
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To program an extension number under the key:


Enter the extension number to be programmed
e.g. 2 0
2
PROGRAM (EXT, EXCH,
FACILITY) ? 202



Press P to save the setting. The display
returns to :
EXT ?

The same, or another extension can be selected
for programming, or:


Press P

to return to the READY prompt.

Note: If the system operates as a satellite off a
Host PABX, then the access code 0 must
be entered before dialling the number of
an extension connected to that PABX.
To program an exchange line under the key:
PROGRAM (EXT, EXCH,
FACILITY) ?



Enter the exchange line number e.g. 7
7



0

8

0

4

etc.

Press P to store the number. The display
returns to:
EXT ?

The same, or another extension can be selected
for programming, or:
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Press P

to return to the READY prompt.

To program an external number under a key, it
must first be entered in the central number store.
The Speed call number may now be
programmed to the key by entering F#6 followed
by the Speed call store number e.g. 01, 02 etc.
(This does not appear on the display).


Press P
returns to:

to store the number. The display

EXT ?

The same, or another extension can be selected
for programming, or:


Press P

to return to the READY prompt.

To program a facility under the key
PROGRAM (EXT, EXCH,
FACILITY) ?



Enter the facility code. When entering the code,
it does not appear on the display.



Press P to save the setting. The display
returns to:
EXT ?

The same, or another extension can be selected
for programming, or:


Press P to return to the READY prompt.
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5.6.4.4. Changing key settings on all terminals
The System Supervisor can change the setting of a
particular key on all the terminals on the system.
Note: This facility cannot be used to reset all
terminals to their default values.


Press and release F then

2

0

2

KEY NUMBER
(*, dd) ?



Enter the two-digit code of the key to be
changed.
PROGRAM (EXT, EXCH,
FACILITY) ?



Follow the previous instructions to program an
extension or exchange line number, or a facility
to the key.



Press P to save the setting. The display to
returns:
KEY NUMBER
(*, dd) ?

Another key can be selected for programming,
or:


Press P to return to the READY prompt.

5.7 Hot Lines
A hot line is a programmed non-dialled connection between two
ports on the system. When the originating extension goes off
hook the extension or telephone number programmed for the
non-dialled connection will be dialled automatically.
Up to ten hot lines can be programmed on the system
installation to provide direct (non-dialled) access for up to ten
telephone numbers (each up to 25 digits), which can be:
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A system extension:
An external (PSTN) telephone;
A PABX

Hot lines are particularly useful for direct contact with the (onsite or local authority) emergency or a reception/enquiry desk,
and have also been seen to have advantages in storage areas
and yards, shops, department stores, restaurants and hotels.
Note: If operating as a satellite off a PABX, you should program
the required number of external line access digits (0s)
prior to dialling the remainder of the number.
If you are connected directly to the telephone network,
enter the external line access digit (0) before dialling the
remainder of the number.
5.7.1.

Viewing the Non Dialled Connection
From the READY prompt:


then 1

Press and release F

1

2

If no Hot lines have been configured the display will
show that no non-dialled connections have been
set and then return to the READY prompt
NO NDC SET

If there are existing Hot Lines configured the
display will show:
ddd NDC nnn

where

ddd is the extension number
nnn is the number to be dialled



Pressing the # or
list of hot lines.



Press and release P to return to the READY
prompt
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5.7.2.

Setting the Non Dialled Connection
From the READY prompt:


Press and release F

then 1

1

3

EXT ?



Enter the extension number. If a valid extension
number is entered, the display will prompt for the
destination telephone number
203 NDC
=?

5.7.3.



Enter the destination extension or external number
which must ring.



Press P to complete the procedure and save the
new setting

Deleting the Non Dialled Connection
From the READY prompt:


Press and release F

then 1

1

4

EXT ?



Enter the extension number of the originating
extension which is to be removed. The display will
then show:
NDC for ddd REMOVED

where


Press

ddd is the extension number
P

to complete the procedure
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5.7.4.

Door Unit using Hot Lines
The system supervisor will configure a particular POT
port on the system to function as a door unit. The
supervisor must set up a Non Dialled Connection
between the door unit extension and another extension
that will ring immediately when the door unit button is
pressed.
If more than one extension is required to ring when the
door unit is activated then an internal ringlist must be
created and entered as the destination of the non-dialed
connection
NOTE: Software versions 4.00ak and later support the
use of the door unit.
Previous software versions do not support this
option.
To change a POT extension to a door unit:
From the READY prompt:


Press and release F

then

1

0

1

EXT ?



Enter the required extension number. If a valid
extension number is entered, the settings are
displayed in the same sequence as shown above.



Press the
key until the following display
message is observed.

*

DOOR UNIT: DISABLED
(0,*,#) ?



Pressing the 0 key scrolls through the setting
options available, ENABLED/DISABLED.



P
Press
to complete the procedure and save the
new setting.
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6. GENERAL SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
6.1 Attendant console
The system can accommodate from 1 to 10 attendant consoles
to allow for the efficient handling and distribution of internal and
external calls.
The consoles can be formed into a group and allocated a
common extension number (default 9).
6.1.1.

Configuration of a terminal as an attendant console
Before proceeding, refer to “Changing Extension
Settings”. (5.6.2)


Press and release F

then

1

0

1

EXT ?

6.1.2.



Enter the required extension number. If a valid
extension number is entered, the settings are
displayed in the same sequence as in 5.6.1.



Use the # key to move to: TERM IS NOT
CONSOLE/TERM IS CONSOLE.



Use the 0



Press P to save the setting and return to the
READY prompt.

key to select TERM IS CONSOLE

Viewing Attendant console extensions
This facility allows the viewing of all extension
configured as attendant consoles.


Press and release F

then 1

0

8

If there are no consoles configured on the system:
NO CONSOLES SET
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If there are consoles configured on the system:
ATT.EXT 1/3 202
(*, #)

1
3
202


is the position of the console in the list.
is the number of consoles in the list.
is the extension number.

Use the # key to scroll through the list.
ATT.EXT 2/3 203
(*, #)


6.1.3.

Press

P

to return to the READY prompt.

Viewing attendant console group
This facility allows the viewing of all extension forming a
console group.


Press and release F then

1

2

6

If there are no consoles in the group: NO CONSOLES IN
GROUP

then

READY

If there are consoles in the group:
ATT.EXT 1/3 202
(*, #)

1
3
202


is the position of the console in the list.
is the number of consoles in the list.
is the extension number.

Use the # key to scroll through the list, or press P
to return to the READY prompt.
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6.1.4.

Adding an extension to a console group
This facility allows the adding of another extension to the
console group.
Before being added to the group, the extension terminal
must be configured as an attendant console as
described in 6.1.1.


Press and release F

then 1

2

7

CONSOLE EXT ?



Enter the extension number of the terminal to be
added.
If the extension number is not accepted, e.g. the
number is not that of a console, the display shows:
INVALID CONSOLE
EXT ?

then

CONSOLE EXT ?

Then
If the extension number is accepted, the display
shows:
CONSOLE EXT ADDED
?

CONSOLE EXT ?

then

Another extension can be added to the group, or:


6.1.5.

Press P

to return to the READY prompt.

Deleting an extension from a console group


Press and release F then

1

2

8

CONSOLE EXT ?



Enter the extension number of the terminal to be
deleted.
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If the extension number is not accepted, e.g. the
number is not that of a console, or there are no
consoles in the group, the display shows:
INVALID CONSOLE EXT

or

NO CONSOLE IN GROUP

The display then returns to the READY prompt.
If the extension number is accepted, the display
shows:
CONSOLE EXT ?

CONSOLE EXT DELETED

then
Another extension can be deleted from the group,
or:


6.1.6.

Press P to return to the READY prompt.

Viewing the console group extension number


Press and release F

then 1

3

6

CONS GROUP EXT: 9

9


6.1.7.

is the default extension number.

Press P to return to the READY prompt.

Changing the console group extension number


Press and release
CONS GROUP EXT ?
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Enter the new group extension number
(a 3 digit number that is not already used on the
system e.g. 3
0
0 ).
CONS GROUP EXT ?
300



Press and release P
If the extension number is not accepted, e.g. the
number is already in use, the display shows:
INVALID EXT

then

READY

If the extension number is accepted, the display
shows:
CONS GROUP EXT
CHANGED



then

CONS GROUP EXT ?

Press P to return to the READY prompt.

6.2 Autohold
When this facility is implemented, a current internal call is
automatically placed on hold when the programmable key
associated with another extension is pressed, or its extension
number is dialled via the keypad.
Autohold is only available on external exchange line calls if the
exchange line and the extension number to which an enquiry
call, or to which the exchange line call is to be transferred, are
both stored under programmable keys.
6.2.1.

Viewing Autohold settings


Press and release F
AUTOHOLD: ENABLED



then 0
or

5

0

AUTOHOLD: DISABLED

Press P to return to the READY prompt.
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6.2.2.

Changing Autohold settings


Press and release

F then

AUTOHOLD: ENABLED
(*, #) ?

0

5

1

AUTOHOLD: DISABLED
(*, #) ?

or



Press



Press P to save the setting and return to the
READY prompt.

*

for ENABLED, or # for DISABLED.

6.3 Date/Time
6.3.1. Viewing Date/Time


Press and release F then
DD-MM-YYYY HH:MM

0

1

0

DD-MM-YYYY HH:MM (T)

or
If the system is set to 12 hour clock mode, (T) is
either AM or PM.
6.3.2.

Setting the Date


Press and release F

then 0

1

1

DATE DD-MM-YYYY
= (ddmmyyyy) ?



Enter the six digits to set (or change) the date e.g.
1

1

0

8

2

0

0

0

DATE 11-08-2000
= (ddmmyyyy) ?



P
Press
to save the setting and return to the
READY prompt.
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6.3.3.

Setting the time


Press and release F then
TIME HH:MM
= (hhmm) ?

1

2

TIME HH:MM (T)
= (hhmm 0/1) ?

or

24 hour clock mode.

0

12 hour clock mode.

If the system is set to 12 hour clock mode (T) is
either AM or PM.


Enter the four digits to set (or change) the time e.g.
1

2

0

7

If the system is set to 12 hour clock mode, enter
1207 followed by 0 for am or 1 for p.m.
TIME 12:07 AM
= (hhmm) ?



6.3.4.

or

TIME 12:07 PM
= (hhmm 0/1) ?

Press P to save the setting and return to the
READY prompt.

Viewing the time mode


Press and release F

then

TIME MODE: 24 HOUR

2

3

0

TIME MODE: 12 HOUR

or

6.3.5.

Press P to return to the READY prompt.

Selecting 24 hour mode


Press and release F

then

2

3

1

TIME MODE: 24 HOUR



Press P to save the setting and return to the
READY prompt.
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6.3.6.

Selecting 12 hour mode


Press and release F

then 2

3

2

TIME MODE: 12 HOUR



Press P to save the setting and return to the
READY prompt.

6.4 Music on hold
The System Supervisor can alter the source of the Music on
hold from Internal (Tone) to External (Music), or to Off (Tone and
Music Off).
6.4.1.

Viewing the Music on hold setting


Press and release F
MUSIC: TONE

then 0
or

4

0

MUSIC: EXTERNAL

or
MUSIC: OFF


6.4.2.

Press P

to return to the READY prompt.

Setting the Music on hold mode


Press and release F then
MUSIC: TONE

or

0

4

1

MUSIC: EXTERNAL

or
MUSIC: OFF

or # keys to move through the list.



Use the



Press P to set the mode and return to the
READY prompt

*
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6.5 Night Service
The System Supervisor can alter the ringing pattern of incoming
exchange line calls between day and night service.
The system can run permanently in either day or night service,
in automatic mode where the start and stop times are
programmed, or manually under the control of the Console
Operator.
6.5.1.

Viewing the night service mode


Press and release F then
MODE: DAY

or

1

7

0

MODE: NIGHT

or
MODE: AUTO

*

or #



Use the



Press P to return to the READY prompt.

keys to move through the list.

If automatic mode is set, the start and stop times
are shown on the display:
MODE: AUTO
17:00 08:00

24 hour clock mode.

or
MODE: AUTO
05:00 PM 08:00 AM

12 hour clock mode.

The times shown are the system default settings.
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6.5.2.

Changing the night service mode


Press and release F then
MODE: DAY
(*, #)

1

7

1

MODE: NIGHT

or (*, #)

or
MODE: AUTO
(*, #)

6.5.3.

*

or # keys to select the required



Use the
option.



Press P to set the mode and return to the
READY prompt.

Setting the night service starting time
To set (or change) the starting time of automatic night
service.


Press and release F then
N/S START: 17:00
= (HHMM) ?

1

7

2

24 hour clock mode.

or
N/S START: 05:00 PM
= (HHMM0/1) ?

12 hour clock mode.



Enter the four digits to set (or change) the time e.g.
1800.
If the system is set to 12 hour clock mode, enter
0600 followed by 1 for p.m.



Press P to set the time and return to the READY
prompt.
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6.5.4.

Setting the night service stopping time
To set (or change) the stopping time of automatic night
service:


Press and release

F then

N/S STOP: 08:00
= (HHMM) ?

1

7

3

24 hour clock mode.

or
N/S STOP: 08:00 AM
= (HHMM) ?



12 hour clock mode.

Enter the four digits to set, (or change) the time e.g.
0900.
If the system is set to 12 hour clock mode, enter
0900 followed by 0 for a.m.



6.5.5.

Press P
prompt.

to set the time and return to the READY

Changing the night service call barring option
This facility allows call barring to be set or removed for
night service.


Press and release F then
N/S BAR: ON
(*, #) ?

or

1

7

4

N/S BAR: OFF
(*, #) ?

# key to select the required



Use the
option.



Press P to set the mode and return to the
READY prompt.
If ON is selected, the class of service (1 to 5) as
specified for night service (see 6.5.5.) will apply to
all extensions.
If OFF is selected, call barring is removed for all
extensions.

*

or
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6.5.6.

Night Service Access
The system supervisor can provide a normal extension
the capability to switch Night Service ON and OFF from
their extension.


Press and release F then

6

8

3

N/S CONTROL
EXT ?



Enter the required extension number, e.g. 2

0

N/S STATE: ENABLED



The display will then return to the original message
N/S CONTROL
EXT ?



Press P to set the mode and return to the
READY prompt.
If the Night Service Control for an extension is
enabled, this facility will disable the Night Service
Control. It has a toggle action.
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7. ADVANCED FEATURES
7.1 Account Codes (V4.xx only)
Account codes is a mechanism of allowing the user of an
extension involved in an exchange line to assign a code that will
be represented on the logging. Two types of account code
operation will be provided on the system.


Unforced Account Codes
The system stores an account code for each exchange
line call (Incoming and Outgoing). Each extension has
two account codes, a default code and a current code
set by the user.
By default, each extension is allocated a unique 6 digit
code i.e. extension 201 has account code 000001,
extension 202 has account code 000002 etc.
The system supervisor is able to change the default
account for each extension.
A record of the account code is kept with the record of
the call by the logging facility. If the user does not use
the account code facility, the system automatically uses
the default account code for that extension.
View an extension unforced account code


Press and release F

then 2

1

EXT ?



Enter extension number
COST CODE: 000001



Press P to return to READY Prompt.
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Change an extension unforced account code


Press and release F then

2

1

1

COST CODE: 000001
PLEASE KEY



Enter new 6-digit account code
COST CODE: 111111
PLEASE KEY





Enter new 6-digit account code or, if the code was
entered correctly, press P to return to the READY
prompt.

Forced Account Codes
A forced account code is a 4-digit code which must be
entered to allow the user of that particular extension to
gain access to an exchange line. The user will not be
able to override the code by entering an unforced
account number.
Any extension on the system can be configured to use
forced account code operation.
The system will store an internal list of 100 forced
account codes that can be set up by the system
supervisor. It is these codes against which the users
entered code will be validated.
Each forced account code is associated to a day and a
night class of service. This class of service, assigned to
the forced account code, will be used to apply call
barring to the outgoing exchange line call. The system
will by default apply a level 1 barring to the forced
account code.
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Extension Details
To change the forced account code setting for an
extension:


Press and release

F then

1

0

1

EXT ?



Enter the required extension number. If a valid
extension number is entered, the settings are
displayed in the same sequence as shown above.



Press the
key until the following display
message is observed.

*

FRCD CODES: DISABLED
(0,*,#) ?



Pressing the 0 key scrolls through the setting
options available, ENABLED/DISABLED.



Press P to complete the procedure and save the
new setting

View Forced Account Code List
The system stores a list of 100 forced account codes
that can be set up by the system supervisor. It is against
this list that the users entered code will be validated.
From the READY prompt
 Press and release

F

then

6

8

7

FORCED NUM:
=?

 Enter the 3-digit forced account code number (001100)
e.g. 0
0
1
COST CODE: xxxx
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 Press

*

to view the Day class of service

CLASS: DAY 1
(*,#)

 Press # to view the Night class of service
CLASS: NIGHT 1
(*,#)

 Press P to complete the procedure
Change Forced Account Code List
This facility code allows the supervisor to add or change
a forced account code.
From the READY prompt
 Press and release

F then

6

8

8

FORCED NUM:
=?

 Enter the 3-digit forced account code number (001100)
e.g. 0
0
1
COST CODE: xxxx
PLEASE KEY

where xxxx is the 4-digit forced account code.


Enter the new 4-digit forced account code
e.g. 9
9
9
9
COST CODE: 9999

 Press

*

to change the Day class of service

CLASS: DAY 1
(0,*,#) ?
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 Press 0 to scroll through the 5 class of service
levels
 Press # to change the Night class of service
CLASS: NIGHT 1
(0,*,#) ?

 Press 0 to scroll through the 5 class of service
levels
 Press P to complete the procedure and save the
new setting.
Suppress Account Code
This facility will enable the system supervisor to
suppress forced account code logging. When
suppressed – the system will print the sequence number
of the code rather than the actual account code. The
sequence number printed will correspond to the position
of the account code in the full forced account code list.
From the READY prompt
 Press and release F

then

6

8

9

SUPP FRCD: ENABLED
(*,#) ?

 Press * or #
logging printout.

to change the state of the call

SUPP FRCD: DISABLED
(*,#) ?

 Press P to complete the procedure and save the
new setting.
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7.2 Call Barring
7.2.1. Barred Calls
The System Supervisor can bar individual extensions
from making calls to specified external area codes.
There are five classes of service on the system, each
having a list of allowed and barred numbers. Each
extension is allocated a class of service which
determines the call barring level for the particular
extension.
7.2.2.

Barred Call Levels
The following table shows the default setting of the
barring list, which can be changed by the Supervisor
according to requirements.
Level 3 allows local calls, and should be configured for
the particular area in which the system is installed.
The Barring levels are hierarchical and numbers barred
for higher Class of Service will also be barred for the
lower Class of Service.

LEVEL

ALLOCATED CALLS

DESCRIPTION / BARRING
PROCEDURE

1
2
3
4

International
National
Provincial
Local

5

Internal

All calls allowed
Bar 09 to allow only local and national calls
Use area codes to allow certain areas
Bar 0 and 1 and only local calls can be
made.
Bar all digits 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,0.

7.2.3.

Viewing the List of Barred Numbers.
This facility enables you to view the list of barred
numbers for a specific class of service (1-5).


Press and release F
BARRED SERVICE
(number) ?
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Enter the class of service code (1-5). If there are
no entries in the list, the display shows:
NO BARRED CALLS

Then

BARRED SERVICE
(number) ?

If a class of service code is entered, and there are
entries in the list, the display shows:
BARRED 1 09
(*, #)

1
09


is the position of the barred number in the
list.
is the barred number.

Use the # key to scroll through the entries in the
list.
BARRED 2 05
(*, #)


7.2.4.

Press P to return to the READY prompt.

Adding a number to the Barred Number List
This facility allows any number up to a maximum of 5
digits to be added to the barred number list for a specific
class of service.


Press and release F

then 1

4

2

BARRED SERVICE
(number) ?



Enter the class of service code (1 to 5).
NUMBER ?



Enter the number to be barred (up to 5 digits)
NUMBER 12345
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Press and release P
NUMBER ADDED TO LIST

The display returns to:
BARRED SERVICE
(number) ?



Enter the class of service code to add another
number, or:-



Press P to return to the READY prompt.
The list holds a maximum of 50 entries and if 50
numbers are already entered in the list, the display
shows:
INVALID

One entry must be deleted from the list before
another can be added.
7.2.5.

Deleting a number from the Barred Number List


Press and release F

then 1

4

3

BARRED SERVICE
(number) ?



Enter the class of service code (1 to 5).
BARRED 1 09
(0, *, #) ?

 Use the 0 key to delete the number from the list,
or the * or # key to move through the list until
the required number is displayed.
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BARRED 2 05
(0, *, #) ?



Use the 0 key to delete the displayed number
from the list.



Use the
or # key to move to another number,
or press P to return to the READY prompt.

*

If there are no entries in the list, the display shows:
NO BARRED CALLS

then BARRED SERVICE
(number) ?

7.2.6.

Allowed Calls
Exceptions can be made to the area code barring list
shown in 7.2.2., by creating a list of allowed calls e.g.:
If the international code 09 is barred, the number 09144
(maximum 5 digits) can be allowed.
However, a barred area code e.g. 09,01,02 etc, if
barred, cannot be repeated as an allowed code in the
same barring level. When a number is allowed for a
lower class of service (i.e. 5), it is automatically allowed
for higher Class of Service.
Emergency numbers and enquiry call numbers should
be added to this list. These can be found in your local
telephone directory.

7.2.7.

Viewing the List of Allowed Numbers
This facility enables you to view the list of allowed
numbers for a specific class of service (1 to 5).


Press and release

F then

1

4

ALLOWED SERVICE
(number) ?



Enter the class of service code (1 to 5).
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If there are entries in the list of allowed numbers:
ALLOWED 1 10
(*, #)

1
9


is the position of the allowed number in the
list.
is the allowed number.

Use the # key to scroll through the entries in the
list.
ALLOWED 2 03

(*, #)



7.2.8.

Press P to return to the READY prompt.

Adding a Number to the Allowed Number List
This facility allows any number up to a maximum of 5
digits to be added to the allowed number list for a
specific class of service.


Press and release F

then 1

4

4

ALLOWED SERVICE
(number) ?



Enter the class of service code (1 to 5).
NUMBER ?



Enter the number to be allowed (up to 5 digits)
NUMBER 09144



Press and release P
NUMBER ADDED TO LIST
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Press and release P



The display returns to:
ALLOWED SERVICE
(number) ?



Enter the class of service code to add another
number, or:



Press P

to return to the READY prompt.

If the list holds a maximum of 50 entries, the display
shows:
INVALID

One entry must be deleted from the list before
another can be added.
7.2.9.

Deleting a Number from the allowed number list


Press and release F

then 1

4

5

ALLOWED SERVICE
(number) ?



Enter the class of service code (1 to 5).
ALLOWED 1 01
(0,*, #)



Use the 0 key to delete the number from the list,
or the

*

or # key to move through the list until

the required number is displayed.
ALLOWED SERVICE
(number) ?
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Use the 0 key to delete the displayed number
from the list.



Use the
or #
number, or:



Press P to return to the READY prompt.

*

key to move to another

If there are no entries in the list, the display shows:
ALLOWED SERVICE

NO ALLOWED CALLS

then (number) ?

7.3 Call Pick-Up Groups
A pick up group is a pre-defined group of extensions, each of
which can dial a specific code to answer an internal, or external
call, ringing on another extension within the group.
A maximum of 10 Pick-Up groups (numbers 01 to 10) can be
configured on the system.
By default, all extensions will be in Group 01.
System requirements and capacity are the only limitations on
group size.
7.3.1.

Viewing A Call Pick-Up Group


Press and release F then

1

8

0

PICKUP GROUP ?



Press and release the Pick-Up group number (01 to
10).
If no extensions have been allocated to that group:
then

LIST EMPTY
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If extensions have been allocated to the group:
PICKUP 1/15 201
(*, #)

1
15
201


is the position of the extension in the group.
is the number of extensions in the group.
is the extension number.

Use the # key to scroll through the extensions in
the group.
PICKUP 2/15 202
(*, #)


7.3.2.

Press P to return to the READY prompt.

Adding an extension to a call Pick-Up group


Press and release F

then

1

8

1

PICKUP GROUP ?



Enter the pick-up group number e.g. 01.
EXT ?



Enter the extension number e.g. 225.
225 ADDED TO
PICKUP GROUP 1

then

EXT ?



Another extension can be added to the group, or



Press P to return to the READY prompt.
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An extension cannot belong to more than one PickUp group. If you try to add an extension (e.g. 229)
to a group, and that extension already belongs to
another group (e.g. 03) the display shows:
EXT 229 IN GROUP 3

7.3.3.

then

PICKUP GROUP ?

Removing an extension from a call Pick-Up group


Press and release F

then

1

8

2

PICKUP GROUP ?



Enter the Pick-Up group number e.g. 01.
PICKUP 1/15 201
(0, *, #)

1 is the position of the extension in the group.
15 is the number of extensions in the group.
201 is the extension number.


Use the 0 key to delete the displayed number
from the list.
The display shows:
PICKUP 1/14 202
(0, *, #)

*

#



Use the
or:



Press P to return to the READY prompt.

or
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7.4 Extension Properties
7.4.1. Swapping Extension Facilities
This facility allows you to swap the facilities of two
specific extensions. The facilities that can be swapped
are:











Priority level
Extension number
Day/Night service class
Exchange line groups
Ring list numbers
Broadcast state
Volume of speaker/monitor, cadence, and
warning tones
All programmable keys
All ten AutoDial (Terminal Personal Number
Store) numbers.
Press and release F then

2

7

0

EXT 1 ?



Enter the extension number.
EXT 2 ?



Enter the other extension number.
DETAILS SWAPPED



then

EXT 1 ?

Enter another extension number, or press P to
return to the READY prompt.
If an invalid extension number is entered, the
display shows:
then EXT 1 ?

INVALID EXT
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7.4.2.

Swapping Extension Numbers
This allows two extension numbers to be swapped
without transferring any of the facilities.
Note: Extension numbers should not be swapped
unless accurate records are kept.


Press and release F

then 2

7

1

EXT 1 ?



Enter the extension number.
EXT 2 ?



Enter the other extension number.
EXT SWAPPED



then

EXT 1 ?

Enter another extension number, or press P to
return to the READY prompt.
If an invalid extension number is entered, the
display shows:
INVALID EXT

7.4.3.

then

EXT 1 ?

Viewing Extension Number Base and Length
This facility shows the number of digits (length) and the
base number (200) of the extension numbers used on
the system.


Press and release F

then

0

3

0

LEN: 3 BASE: 200



Press P to return to the READY prompt.
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7.4.4.

Changing Extension Number Length
This facility allows the system supervisor to change the
number of digits (length) of the extension numbers used
on the system.


Press and release

F then

0

3

1

LEN: 3
=?



Enter digit 4 to change the extension length. The
display will reflect the change
LEN: 4
=?


7.4.5.

Press P

to return to the READY prompt.

Changing Extension Base Number
This facility allows the system supervisor to change the
base number of the extension numbers used on the
system.


Press and release F

then 0

3

2

BASE: 200
=?



Enter the new base number. The display will reflect
the change
BASE: 300
=?



Press P

to return to the READY prompt.
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7.5 Facility Code Sets (V4.xx only)
The Supervisor can change the user Facility code set which is
utilised on the system. Code SET1 is utilised as default.
7.5.1.

Facility Code Set Selection
From the READY prompt


Press and release F then

6

8

6

FACILITY SET: 1
(*, #)

To change the code set selected


Press and release

*

or #

The display will change to
FACILITY SET: 2
(*, #)

If the setting is correct, press P and return to the
READY prompt.
7.6 Hunt Groups
A group of extensions may be arranged by the System
Supervisor into a Hunt Group and allocated a common
extension number (Hunt Group pilot number) which can be
placed on an exchange line ring list.
A maximum of 16 Hunt Groups can be created, each with a
maximum of 24 extensions.
An extension allocated to a Hunt Group will still retain its own
individual extension number (201, 202 etc).
An extension can be allocated to more than one Hunt Group.
When a caller dials the Hunt Group pilot number, or an incoming
call arrives, the system hunts through the group of extensions
until it finds and rings an available extension. A Hunt Group can
be arranged to find an available extension in one of three ways:
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Sequential:

starts at the top of the list of Hunt Group
members, and works down the list until a
free extension is found.



Cyclic:

starts after the last member to receive a
call, and works around until a free
extension is found.



Longest Free:

finds the member who has been free for the
longest period since the last call.

A member may opt out of the group for certain periods, ensuring
that no Hunt Group calls are received during that time. A
member setting a Diversion, Do Not Disturb or Follow Me will be
opted out of the Hunt Group.
7.6.1.

Viewing Hunt Group pilot numbers
This facility displays the existing hunt group pilot
numbers.


Press and release

F then

6

4

0

If no hunt groups have been created, the display
shows:
NO HUNT GROUPS
SET

then

READY

If hunt groups have been created, the display
shows:
HUNT GROUP EXT 500
(*, #)

500 is the hunt group pilot number.


Use the # key to scroll through the hunt group list
HUNT GROUP EXT 501
(*, #)



Press P

to return to the READY prompt.
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7.6.2.

Creating a Hunt Group pilot number
Before entering a pilot number, refer to 7.7.2 to check
which pilot numbers are already in use.


Press and release

F then

6

4

1

HUNT GROUP EXT ?



Enter the hunt group pilot number e.g. 502.
If the number entered is already in use, or an
invalid number is entered, the Facility Reject tone is
heard and the display shows:
INVALID EXTENSION

HUNT GROUP EXT ?

then


Enter another pilot number.
If the number entered is available the display
shows:
HUNT GROUP ADDED

7.6.3.

then

HUNT GROUP EXT ?



Enter another pilot number to create another hunt
group, or:



Press P to return to the READY prompt.

Deleting a Hunt Group pilot number


Press and release F

then 6

4

2

HUNT GROUP EXT ?



Enter the hunt group pilot number to be deleted.



If an invalid hunt group pilot number is entered, the
Facility Reject tone is heard and the display shows:
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INVALID EXTENSION



then

HUNT GROUP EXT ?

Enter a valid hunt group pilot number.
If a valid Hunt Group number is entered, the display
shows:
HUNT GROUP
DELETED



7.6.4.

then

HUNT GROUP EXT ?

If required, enter another Hunt Group pilot number
to be deleted, or, press P to return to the
READY prompt

Viewing Hunt Group members
This facility displays the extensions in a particular Hunt
Group.


Press and release

F then

6

4

3

HUNT GROUP EXT ?



Enter the Hunt Group pilot number.
If no extensions have been allocated to that
number:
HUNT GROUP EMPTY

then

READY

If extensions have been allocated to that number:
HG TERMINAL EXT 201
(*, #)



Use the #

key to scroll through the list.

HG TERMINAL EXT 202
(*, #)



Press P to return to the READY prompt.
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7.6.5.

Adding an extension to the Hunt Group


Press and release F then

6

4

4

HUNT GROUP EXT ?



Enter the Hunt Group pilot number.
If an invalid Hunt Group pilot number is entered, the
Facility Reject tone is heard and the display shows:
INVALID EXTENSION



then HUNT GROUP EXT ?

Enter a valid Hunt Group pilot number.
If a valid Hunt Group pilot number is entered, the
display shows:
EXT ?



Enter the extension number to be added to the
Hunt Group.
HG TERMINAL ADDED

EXT ?

then

7.6.6.



If required, another extension can be added to the
Hunt Group, or:



Press P to return to the READY prompt.

Deleting an extension from a Hunt Group


Press and release F

then

6

HUNT GROUP EXT ?



Enter the Hunt Group pilot number.
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EXT ?



Enter the extension number to be deleted.
HG TERMINAL
DELETED



7.6.7.

then EXT ?

If required, another extension can be deleted from
the hunt group, or , press P to return to the
READY prompt.

Viewing extensions opted out
This facility allows the system supervisor to view those
extensions, which have temporarily opted out of a
particular Hunt Group.


Press and release

F then

6

5

3

HUNT GROUP EXT ?



Enter the Hunt Group pilot number.
OPTED OUT EXT: <ext>
(*, #)

<ext.> is the opted out extension number.


Use the # key to scroll through the list of opted
out extensions, or press P to return to the
READY prompt.
If no extensions are opted out, the display shows:
NO OPTED OUT EXT’s
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7.6.8.

Viewing the Hunt Group selection protocol


Press and release F

then 6

4

6

HUNT GROUP EXT ?



Enter the Hunt Group pilot number.
SEARCH: <XXXXX>

<XXXXX> is either CYCLIC, SEQUENTIAL or
LONGEST FREE.

7.6.9.

Press P to return to the READY prompt.

Changing the Hunt Group selection protocol


Press and release F then

6

4

7

HUNT GROUP EXT ?



Enter the Hunt Group pilot number.
SEARCH: CYCLIC
(*, #) ?

or

SEARCH: SEQUENTIAL
(*, #) ?

or
SEARCH: LONGEST
FREE (*, #) ?



Use the # key to scroll through the options.



Press P to select the option and return to the
READY prompt.

7.6.10. Viewing the Camp-on time for a Hunt Group


Press and release F then
HUNT GROUP EXT ?
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Enter the Hunt Group pilot number
CAMP ON: tt secs

tt is the time in seconds.


Press P to return to the READY prompt.

7.6.11. Changing the Camp-on time for a Hunt Group
The period of time for which a call can be camped onto
a busy Hunt Group before going to a Group Final
Answer Point (GFAP see 7.6.12.) can be adjusted
between 0 and 60 seconds.
If no GFAP has been allocated, then calls to a busy
Hunt Group will camp onto the group until answered, or
the caller hangs up.
Calls routed to a Hunt Group from an attendant console
will return to the console if not answered after 30
seconds.


Press and release F

then 6

4

9

HUNT GROUP EXT ?



Enter the Hunt Group pilot number.
CAMP ON: tt secs
(digits) ?



Enter a two digit number between 00 and 60
according to the time to be set e.g. 25.
CAMP ON: 25 secs
(digits) ?

The setting can be changed to another time, or:


Press P

to return to the READY prompt.
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7.6.12. Viewing the Group Final Answer Point
When all the extensions in a Hunt Group are busy, calls
to the group can be routed to a Group Final Answer
Point (GFAP) which is another extension outside the
group.
Calls routed to the GFAP will continue to ring until
answered, or the caller hangs up.
The GFAP may be any extension, ring list pilot number
or attendant console group pilot number, but not a Hunt
Group pilot number.


Press and release F then

6

5

0

HUNT GROUP EXT ?



Enter the Hunt Group pilot number.
GFAP EXT: <ext>

<ext.>


is the extension number of the GFAP.

Press P to return to the READY prompt.
If a GFAP had not been allocated the display would
show:
GFAP NOT SET

then

READY

7.6.13. Adding/changing a Group Final Answer Point
This facility allows the System Supervisor to add or
change the GFAP for a particular hunt group.


Press and release F
HUNT GROUP EXT ?
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Enter the Hunt Group pilot number.
GFAP EXT ?



Enter the extension number to be nominated as the
GFAP. This will replace any previously set GFAP.
GFAP EXT CREATED

Then

HUNT GROUP EXT ?

then

Another Hunt Group pilot number can be entered
and allocated a GFAP, or, press P to return to the
READY prompt.

7.6.14. Deleting a Group Final Answer Point
This facility allows the System Supervisor to add or
change the GFAP for a particular Hunt Group.


Press and release

F then

6

5

2

HUNT GROUP EXT ?



Enter the Hunt Group pilot number.
GFAP EXT DELETED

then

HUNT GROUP EXT ?

Another Hunt Group pilot number can be entered to
delete its GFAP, or, press P to return to the
READY prompt.
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7.7 Internal/Ring lists
Internal ring lists are used to ring a number of extensions when
a 3-digit extension number (ring list pilot number) is dialled.
Although any extension number can be used for this purpose,
provided it has not already been allocated to a particular
extension, it is recommended that a different code range be
used for the ring list pilot number e.g. 100, 300 or 600 etc.
A maximum of 10 internal ring lists can be created, each with a
maximum of 10 extensions.
An extension allocated to a ring list will still retain its own
individual extension number (201, 202 etc).
7.7.1.

Default ring lists
The system is supplied without any internal or external
ring lists defined. The System Supervisor can create the
ring lists according to requirements.

7.7.2.

Viewing internal ring list pilot numbers
This facility displays the existing ring lists, the number of
extensions in the ring list, and the ring list pilot number.


Press and release

F then

1

2

4

If no ring lists have been created, the displays
shows:
NO RING LISTS

then

READY

If ring lists have been created, the display shows:
RING LIST 1/10 100
(*, #)

1
10
100


is the position of the ring list in the list.
is the number of ring lists created.
is the ring list pilot number.

Use the # key to scroll through the ring lists.
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RING LIST 2/10 101
(*, #)



7.7.3.

Press P to return to the READY prompt.

Creating an internal ring list pilot number
Before attempting to create an internal ring list, refer to
7.7.2. to check which ring list pilot numbers are already
in use.


Press and release F then

1

2

1

RING LIST
EXT ?



Enter a ring list pilot number e.g. 100, 101, 102 etc.
If the ring list pilot number entered is already in use,
the Facility Reject tone is heard and the display
shows:
INVALID INTERNAL
RING LIST



RING LIST

then EXT ?

Enter another ring list pilot number.
The INVALID INTERNAL RING LIST message is
also shown if the maximum of 10 lists have been
created.
If the number entered is available the display
shows:
GROUP EXT CREATED

RING LIST

then EXT ?



Enter another pilot number to create another ring
list, or:
Press P to return to the READY prompt.
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7.7.4.

Deleting an internal ring list pilot number


Press and release F then 1

2

5

RING LIST
EXT ?



Enter the pilot number of the ring list to be deleted.
If an invalid ring list pilot number is entered, the
facility reject tone is heard and the display shows:
INVALID INTERNAL
RING LIST



then

RING LIST
EXT ?

Enter a valid ring list pilot number.
If a valid ring list pilot number is entered, the display
shows:
RING LIST
DESTROYED

RING LIST

then EXT ?

Another ring list pilot number can be entered to
delete another ring list.


7.7.5.

Press P

to return to the READY prompt.

Viewing an internal ring list
This facility displays the number of extensions in a
particular ring list and the extension numbers allocated
to the ring list.


Press and release

F then

1

2

0

If no extension numbers have been allocated to the
ring list, the display shows:
RING LIST

LIST EMPTY

then EXT ?
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If extension numbers have been allocated to the
ring list, the display shows.
RING LIST
EXT ?



Enter the ring list pilot number e.g. 100.
RING LIST 1/3 201
(*, #)

1
3
201


is the position of the extension number in the
ring list.
is the number of extensions in the ring list.
is the extension number.

Use the #

key to scroll through the list.

RING LIST 2/3 202
(*, #)


7.7.6.

Press P

to return to the READY prompt.

Adding an extension to an internal ring list
A maximum of 10 extensions can be allocated to a ring
list. Refer to 7.7.5. to view the number of extensions in
a particular ring list.


Press and release F

then 1

2

2

RING LIST
EXT ?



Enter the ring list pilot number to which the
extension is to be added.
EXT FOR RING LIST
= ?



Enter the extension number to be added to the ring
list.
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If 10 extensions are already allocated to the ring
list, the Facility Reject tone is heard and the display
shows:
LIST FULL

If less than 10 extensions are allocated, the display
shows:
EXT ADDED TO LIST

LIST
then RING
EXT ?

The same, (or another) ring list pilot number can be
entered to add another extension to the same, (or
another) ring list, or:


7.7.7.

Press P to return to the READY prompt.

Deleting an extension from an internal ring list


Press and release F

then

1

2

3

RING LIST
EXT ?



Enter the pilot number of the ring list from which the
extension is to be deleted.



If an invalid ring list pilot number is entered, the
Facility Reject tone is heard and the display shows:
INVALID INTERNAL
RING LIST



then RING LIST
EXT ?

Enter a valid ring list pilot number.
If a valid ring list pilot number is entered, the display
shows:
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EXT ?



Enter the extension number to be deleted.
EXT REMOVED

then

RING LIST
EXT ?

The same, (or another) ring list pilot number can
be entered to delete another extension from the
same, (or another) ring list, or:


Press P

to return to the READY prompt.
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7.8 Public address (PA) and relays
Provision is made on the system for the connection of a Public
Address facility, and the attachment of a relay/s used, for
example, for door/gate control.
To use these facilities, the extensions must have access to
exchange line number 33. 33 is an imaginary exchange line
number created within the system in order to access these
facilities.
To allocate access to exchange line number 33, refer to section
5.6.3.3.
It is recommended that this exchange line number is made
SELECT and not AUTOSELECT.
To access the facility:
Lift the handset, or press

SPEAKER



Dial 733 and then:-



Dial 1 to pulse relay A



Dial 2 to pulse relay B



Dial 3 to turn relay A on.



Dial 4 to turn relay A off.



Dial 5 to turn relay B on



Dial 6 to turn relay B off.



Dial 7 to turn PA on.



Dial 8 to turn PA off.
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7.9 Speed Calls
The System Supervisor may store up to 100 external telephone
numbers (of up to 25 digits each) in a central number store, and
only the Supervisor is able to change the numbers in this store.
A user can access a number by keying the facility code F #6
followed by the relevant store number.
Note: Speed Call store numbers are 3-digit (001-100) in Version
3 variants and 2-digit (00-99) with version 4.xx software.
A Speed Call store 001 will now be 01, 002 will be 02, etc. The
only number change will be Speed Call store 100 will now be 00.
7.9.1.

Viewing a speed call number


Press and release F

then

0

9

2

SPEED CALL NUMBER
= ?



Enter the speed call store number.
S/C 1 = 0#3651700

S/C 1


7.9.2.

or

S/C 1 = 704#3651700

is the speed call store number.

Press P to return to the READY prompt.

Adding/Changing a speed call number


Press and release F then

0

SPEED CALL NUMBER
= ?



Enter the speed call store number.
SPEED CALL 1
= ?
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Enter the number to be stored. The number must
be preceded by the exchange line number e.g.
704, 708 etc., or the access code 0.
SPEED CALL 1
= 7043651700



Press P

or

SPEED CALL 1
= 03651700

to save the number.

S/C 1 704#3651700

or

S/C 1 0#3651700

The pause # is automatically inserted when the
exchange line number, or the access code is
keyed.


Press P to return to the READY prompt.
Note: If the system operates as a satellite off a
Host PABX, after entering the exchange line
number e.g. 704 or the access code 0, the
PABX access code e.g. 9 and a pause (#)
must be added i.e.: 7049# or 09#.
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7.10 Trunk to Trunk Transfer (V4.xx only)
This feature allows the attendant console to transfer one
exchange call to another exchange. The disconnect time is
programmable via the system supervisor. The duration of the
disconnect time is programmable between 30 seconds (default)
and 10 minutes.
7.10.1. Trunk to Trunk Setting
The supervisor can enable/disable the capability for the
attendant console to transfer trunk calls to external
numbers.


Press and release F

then 2

4

0

TRNK-TRNK: DISABLED
(*, #)

To change the displayed setting:


Press and release

*

or

#

The display will change to:
TRNK-TRNK: ENABLED
(*, #)

If the setting is correct, press P to return to the
READY prompt.
7.10.2. View trunk disconnect time
The trunk to trunk transfer must be enabled before you
can view the disconnect time.
If the facility is not enabled you will hear Reject tone and
the display will show:
TRNK-TRNK: DISABLED
(*, #)



Press P to return to the READY prompt.
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Press and release F then

2

4

1

TRUNK DIS: 030 secs



Press P to return to the READY prompt.

7.10.3. Changing trunk disconnect time


Press and release F

then

2

4

2

TRUNK DIS: 030 secs
(NUMBER) ?



Enter required disconnect time in seconds e.g. 600
will give 600 seconds which is 10 minutes.
The display will show:
TRUNK DIS: 600 secs
(NUMBER) ?



Press P to return to the READY prompt.
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8. ISDN Functionality (V4.01AB and later)
The ISDN card provides 4 ISDN Basic Rate connections. These
interfaces can currently be configured as trunk connections (T0).
The ISDN system software will automatically detect the presence of
an ISDN Interface when populated in the system. It will automatically
allocate numbers to the two B channels depending on the card
position.
CARD
POSITION

BRI Port 1 or 3

BRI Port 2 or 4

B1

B2

B1

B2

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

701
705
709
713
717
721
725
729

702
706
710
714
718
722
726
730

703
707
711
715
719
723
727
731

704
708
712
716
720
724
728
732

Note: Ensure that your system is populated with an Enhanced
Processor Card, CCU (B) - Issue 2 or later

8.1 BRI Port Settings
This code includes a setting for the STATE (Enabled/Disabled)
of the BRI as well as the required mode of operation, point to
point or point to Multi-point.
Each BRI on the system can be configured to operate in one of
two modes:


Point to Point: only device on the S0 bus



Point to Multi-Point: up to 8 devices on same
S0

Directly related to the mode selected is the availability of either
MSN or DDI functionality.
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In Point to Point configuration the system supports DDI
functionality.
In Point to Multi-Point configuration the system supports MSN
functionality.
To view the Port settings:
 From the READY prompt
 Press and release

FACILITY

1

5

0

BRI ?

 Enter the BRI port number e.g. 05
STATE: ENABLED
(*,#)

 Enter either # or * to view the mode of connection
POINT – MULTIPOINT
(*,#) ?

or

POINT – POINT
(*,#) ?

 Press and release PROGRAM
to return to return to the READY
prompt
To change the Port settings:
 From the READY prompt
 Press and release

FACILITY

1

5

1

BRI ?

 Enter the BRI port number e.g. 05
STATE: ENABLED
(0,*,#) ?

 Enter 0 to toggle the state between enabled/disabled
 Enter either # or * to view the mode of connection
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POINT – MULTIPOINT
(0,*,#) ?

or

POINT – POINT
(0,*,#) ?

 Enter 0 to toggle the desired mode of connection
 Press and release PROGRAM to return to the READY
prompt
8.2 MSN Numbering
The system will handle MSN numbers in the following manner:









8.2.1.

A programmable list of 8 MSN numbers per
BRI (both B channels will share the same list)
The option to program the system to either
accept or ignore a particular MSN number
The option to allocate a day & night ringlist to
an MSN number entered in the list
If the list contains only one entry and the
entry is programmed as an ignore number all
other MSN numbers will be accepted.
If the list contains only one entry and the
entry is programmed as an accept number all
other MSN numbers will be ignored.
If the list remains empty, all MSN numbers
will be accepted and a default day & night
ringlist will be allocated.

To view the MSN List per BRI:


From the READY prompt



Press and release

FACILITY

BRI ?



Enter the BRI port number e.g. 05
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If a valid BRI port number is entered, the settings
are displayed in the following sequence:
MSN INDEX 0
(0,*,#) ?



To scroll through the MSN list, enter 0 until
you reach the required entry in the list
MSN INDEX 1
(0,*,#)



Pressing the # key at this point displays the digits
entered for the selected MSN index.
MSN DIGITS 1
= xxxx

where xxxx = the MSN number


Pressing the # key moves to the next setting.
DAY RING LIST: 1
(*, #)



Pressing the #

key moves to the next setting.

NIGHT RING LIST: 20
(*, #)



Pressing the #

key moves to the next setting.

IGNORE: NO
(*, #) ?



Pressing the
setting.



Press PROGRAM to return to the READY
prompt.

*
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8.2.2.

To change an entry in a MSN List:


From the READY prompt



Press and release

FACILITY

1

5

3

BRI ?



Enter the BRI port number e.g. 05



If a valid BRI port number is entered, the settings
are displayed in the following sequence:
MSN INDEX 0
(0,*,#) ?



To scroll through the MSN list, enter 0 until
you reach the required entry in the list
MSN INDEX 1
(0,*,#)



Pressing the # key displays the digits entered for
the selected MSN index.
MSN DIGITS 1
= xxxx

where xxxx represents the MSN number


To change any of the settings related to this MSN
entry, press and release # . The display will
change to:
MSN DIGITS 1
=?



If the MSN number is correct and it is either
the ring list or ignore status which needs to
be altered press and release # at this point to
scroll through all the settings.
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If a new MSN number is required enter the
new digits
e.g. 3 4 0 0
AND
Press and release PROGRAM
to
save the new number
MSN DIGITS 1
= 3400



To change any of the other setting press and
release # and the display will return to the
initial setting:
MSN DIGITS 1
=?



Pressing the #

key moves to the next setting.

DAY RING LIST: 1
(number,*, #) ?



If a new Day ringlist is required enter the
number e.g. 0 4 and the display will be
updated automatically
DAY RING LIST: 4
(number,*, #) ?



Pressing the #

key moves to the next setting.

NIGHT RING LIST: 20
(number, *, #) ?



If a new Night ringlist is required enter the
number e.g. 1 0 and the display will be
updated automatically
NIGHT RING LIST: 10
(number,*, #) ?



Pressing the #
IGNORE: NO
(0,*, #) ?
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To toggle this status, enter

0

IGNORE: YES
(0,*, #) ?



Press the



Press PROGRAM to return to the READY
prompt.

*

key to return to the previous setting.

8.3 DDI Numbering
The System will handle DDI numbers in the following manner:





8.3.1.

A list of 32 DDI numbers can be programmed
This list will be utilised by the BRI
programmed to use point to point connection
Each entry in the list will have an associated
ringlist
If the list remains empty a default ringlist will
be utilised for all numbers

To view the DDI List


From the READY prompt



Press and release

FACILITY

1

6

0

DDI INDEX 1
(number, *, #) ?



Enter the index number of the required entry in the
DDI list (01-31)
0 the display will change to reflect the
e.g. 1
new entry.
DDI INDEX 10
(number, *, #) ?
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Pressing the # key displays the digits entered for
the displayed index.
DDI DIGITS: 10
= xxxx

where xxxx represents the DDI digits entered for
the displayed index


Press the

#

key to move to the next setting.

RING LIST: 1
(number, *, #) ?

8.3.2.

*



Press the



Press PROGRAM
prompt.

key to return to the previous setting.
to return to the READY

To change the settings in the DDI List


From the READY prompt



Press and release

FACILITY

1

6

1

DDI INDEX 1
(number, *, #) ?



Enter the index number of the required entry in the
DDI list (01-31)
e.g. 1
0 the display will change to reflect the
new entry.
DDI INDEX 10
(number, *, #) ?

 Pressing the # key displays the digits entered for
displayed index.
DDI DIGITS: 10
= xxxx

where xxxx represents the DDI digits entered for
displayed index
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Pressing the # key will allow you to alter any of
the settings of the displayed index.
DDI DIGITS: 10
=?







If the DDI digits are correct and only the
Ringlist needs to be altered press and
release ## at this point to move to the
Ringlist setting.
If a new DDI digits are required enter the new
number
e.g. 3 4 0 0
AND
Press and release
to
PROGRAM
save the new number
DDI DIGITS: 10
= 3400

To change the ringlist setting press and release #
and the display will return to the initial setting:
DDI DIGITS: 10
=?



Press the # key to move to the next setting.
RING LIST: 1
(number,*, #) ?



If a new Ringlist is required enter the number
e.g. 3 0 and the display will be updated
automatically
DAY RING LIST: 30
(number,*, #) ?



Press the



Press PROGRAM to return to the READY
prompt.

*

key to return to the previous setting.
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9.

LIST OF CONFIGURATOR CODES
F CODE

DESCRIPTION

ACCESS

000

View country code

OPERATOR

001

Set UK country mode

SUPERVISOR

002

Set US country mode

SUPERVISOR

010

View Time and Date

OPERATOR

011

Set Date

OPERATOR

012

Set Time

OPERATOR

020

View Passwords

OPERATOR

021

Change Password

OPERATOR

022

Change User Password

SUPERVISOR

030

View Ext. base and length

OPERATOR

031

Change Ext. length

SUPERVISOR

032

Change Ext. base

SUPERVISOR

040

View Music On Hold setting

OPERATOR

041

Change Music On Hold setting

SUPERVISOR

050

View Auto-hold setting

OPERATOR

051

Change Auto-hold setting

SUPERVISOR

080

View Exchange Line parameters

OPERATOR

081

Change Exchange Line parameters

SUPERVISOR

092

View a Speed Call store

OPERATOR

093

Change a Speed Call store

SUPERVISOR

100

View Terminal details

OPERATOR

101

Change Terminal details

SUPERVISOR

102

View all Extensions on System

OPERATOR

103

View all Exchange Lines

OPERATOR

104

Remove Exch. from Ext. access

SUPERVISOR

105

Add an Exch. to Ext. access

SUPERVISOR

108

View all Console Extensions

OPERATOR

110

View Ext. Exch. access group

OPERATOR
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F CODE

DESCRIPTION

ACCESS

111

Change Ext. Exch. access & select

OPERATOR

112

View Non Dialled Connections

OPERATOR

113

Create a Non Dialled Connection

SUPERVISOR

114

Remove a NDC

SUPERVISOR

120

View an Internal Ring List

OPERATOR

121

Create a new Internal Ring List

SUPERVISOR

122

Add an Ext. to internal Ring List

SUPERVISOR

123

Remove an Ext. from internal Ring List

SUPERVISOR

124

View all Internal Ring Lists

OPERATOR

125

Remove an Internal Ring List

SUPERVISOR

126

View Console group Ext.

OPERATOR

127

Add an Ext. to a Console group

SUPERVISOR

128

Remove Ext. from Console group

SUPERVISOR

129

Change Console group Ext.

SUPERVISOR

130

View an Exchange Line Ring List

OPERATOR

131

Add an Ext. to an Exch. Ring List

SUPERVISOR

132

Remove an Ext. from an Exch. Ring List

SUPERVISOR

136

View Ext. for Console group

OPERATOR

140

View calls Barred List

OPERATOR

141

View call Allowed List

OPERATOR

142

Add a number to the Barred List

SUPERVISOR

143

Remove number from Barred list

SUPERVISOR

144

Add number to the Allowed List

SUPERVISOR

145

Remove number from Allowed List

SUPERVISOR

150

View BRI Port Settings

SUPERVISOR

151

Change BRI Port Settings

SUPERVISOR

152

View entry in BRI MSN List

SUPERVISOR

153

Change entry in BRI MSN List

SUPERVISOR

160

View BRI DDI List

SUPERVISOR

161

Change BRI DDI List

SUPERVISOR

170

View Night Service setting

OPERATOR
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F CODE

DESCRIPTION

ACCESS

171

Change Night Service setting

SUPERVISOR

172

Set Night Service start time

SUPERVISOR

173

Set Night Service stop time

SUPERVISOR

174

Change Night Service barring mode

SUPERVISOR

180

View any Pickup Group

OPERATOR

181

Add Ext. to any Pickup group

SUPERVISOR

182

Remove Ext. from Pickup group

SUPERVISOR

200

View a terminal’s Key settings

OPERATOR

201

Change a terminal’s key settings

SUPERVISOR

202

Change a key setting on all terminals

SUPERVISOR

210

View Unforced Account Code

SUPERVISOR

211

Change Unforced Account Code

SUPERVISOR

220

View an Exchange Line configuration

OPERATOR

230

View Time Mode

OPERATOR

231

Set 24 hour time mode

SUPERVISOR

232

Set 12 hour time mode

SUPERVISOR

240

Enable/Disable Trunk to Trunk transfer

SUPERVISOR

241

View Trunk disconnect time

OPERATOR

242

Change Trunk disconnect time

SUPERVISOR

260

View an extensions Card/Port

OPERATOR

270

Swap terminal details

SUPERVISOR

271

Swap extension numbers

SUPERVISOR

310

View System configuration

OPERATOR

640

View Hunt Group Extensions

OPERATOR

641

Add a Hunt Group Extension

SUPERVISOR

642

Delete a Hunt Group Extension

SUPERVISOR

643

View Hunt Group members

OPERATOR

644

Add member to a Hunt Group

SUPERVISOR

645

Delete member from Hunt Group

SUPERVISOR

646

View Hunt Group Algorithm

OPERATOR

647

Change Hunt Group Algorithm

SUPERVISOR
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F CODE

DESCRIPTION

ACCESS

648

View HG Camp On Time

OPERATOR

649

Change HG Camp On Time

SUPERVISOR

650

View HG Final Answer Point

OPERATOR

651

Change HG Final Answer Point

SUPERVISOR

652

Delete HG Final Answer Point

OPERATOR

653

View opted out HG members

SUPERVISOR

680

Change Call Duration Log Timer

SUPERVISOR

681

Change Incoming call timer

SUPERVISOR

682

Switch Incoming call logging

SUPERVISOR

683

Change Day/Night Permission

SUPERVISOR

684

Change unit cost

SUPERVISOR

685

Enable/Disable Call Manager

SUPERVISOR

686

Select Code set : SET1 or SET2

SUPERVISOR

687

View Forced Account Codes

SUPERVISOR

688

Set Forced Account Codes

SUPERVISOR

689

Set Suppress Account Codes

SUPERVISOR

690

Set Presumed Answer time

SUPERVISOR

691

Set Number of Log Digits

SUPERVISOR
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10. GLOSSARY OF TERMS
Abbreviated Dialling
There are two types of abbreviated dialling. Speed Call and Autodial.
Speed Call (central store)
Allows a two-digit (V4.xx) or three-digit(V3.xx) code to be keyed,
which the system converts into a full telephone number, and then
uses to make the call.
The System Supervisor may store up to one hundred external
number codes in the store, and only the Supervisor may change
these codes.
Auto-dial (Extension personal number store)
Allows up to ten numbers, of up to 25 digits each, to be stored in
the extension’s memory.
Adjustable ringing tone
Not available on standard telephones. Allows different ring tones
to be set on system terminals.
Alarm call
This facility allows two alarm calls per terminal to be set up within
a 24 hour period.
Auto-hold
When this facility is implemented, a current internal call is
automatically placed on hold when the programmable key
associated with another extension is pressed, or its extension
number is dialled via the keypad.
Auto-select/Select
Auto-select
Keying the exchange line access digit automatically selects a free
exchange line from those to which the user has access.
Select
To access an exchange line, the user must key in the exchange
line number e.g. 704, 708, etc.
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Back on
Super Executive & Executive terminals. Allows the user to set the
date on which he / she expects to back at his/her terminal.
The date will be displayed on the LCD of other Executive
terminals calling that extension.
Broadcast
This facility, if configured by the System Supervisor, enables a
user to broadcast through the speakers of all free terminals.
Call back when available/free (Camp-on)
Enables an engaged extension number to be automatically
redialled when that extension goes on-hook, or an unanswered
extension to be automatically redialled when that extension next
goes off/on hook.
Call barring
This permits the System Supervisor to prevent an extension user
from making calls to specified external area codes or telephone
numbers.
See also: Class of service.
Call duration display
Executive terminal only. The duration of the last call made from a
terminal is recorded and can be displayed on the LCD.
Call logging
Details of all outgoing calls are recorded, and the information is
logged to a printer or PC via the RS232 port in the control unit.
This information includes the extension number from which the
call was made, the called number and the time and duration of the
call.
Call hold and retrieve
A call can be placed on hold in order to make an enquiry call,
answer another call, or replace the handset without losing the call.
Call pick-up group
A pre-defined group of extensions, each of which can dial a
specific code to answer an internal, or external call, ringing on
another extension within the group.
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Call transfer
A call can be placed on hold and another extension number
dialled in order to transfer the held call to the extension number
dialled.
Call waiting tone
This tone is applied to a busy extension when an incoming
exchange line call is waiting. If the extension is an Executive or
Super Executive terminal, a message will also be displayed on the
LCD of the terminal.
Central bell
A POT (standard telephone) port can be used to ring a central
bell, or telephone in a nominated group of users, to indicate an
incoming call.
Class of service
There are five classes of service on the system, each having a list
of allowed and barred numbers. Class of service allocation
depends on a priority level (A,B,C) of the extension user.
Conference call
This facility allows a maximum of 8 parties to speak to each other.
A conference call can be set up and managed between a group of
users two of whom may be an external exchange line.
Divert all
Allows all incoming calls to an extension to be diverted to another
nominated extension without ringing the diverting extension.
Divert on no reply
This facility will divert all calls to another, nominated extension if
the diverting extension is not answered within 15 seconds (after 5
rings).
Divert on busy
All incoming calls to a busy extension will be diverted to another
nominated extension.
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Direct in-lines
Incoming calls on pre-assigned exchange lines can be re-routed
to pre-designated terminals without Attendant Console
intervention.
Do not disturb
Enables a user (subject to user grade) to block incoming calls.
Callers will receive engaged tone.
DTMF/LD dialling
Exchange lines using either type of signalling can be connected to
the system.
Pressing the * key after seizing the exchange line, or at any time
during dialling, will change the exchange line signalling from Pulse
(LD) to Tone (DTMF) to access services such as Home Banking
etc.
This facility is not required if the exchange line is already using
DTMF signalling.
Enquiry call (See also: Shuttle)
A user can place a call on Hold in order to make an internal
extension, or an external exchange line enquiry call.
Executive intrude
Operates only from a higher to lower grade of user, or between
users of the same grade.
When used against a busy extension, the extension will hear
intrude tone. When used against a Do not disturb, the extension
will ring if it is on-hook; Intrude tone will be heard if it is busy.
Follow me
Allows a user to temporarily redirect call to another extension at
which the Follow me facility has been set.
Follow me can only be cancelled at the user’s own extension.
Group Final Answer Point (GFAP)
When all the extensions in a Hunt group are busy, calls to the
group can be routed to a Group Final Answer Point, which is
another extension outside the group.
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Hands-free Operation
Full hands-free operation (loud speech) is available on the
Executive or Super Executive terminal only. It allows the user to
speak and listen to the other party without lifting the handset.
Pre-select dialling and loud speech can be used together by
dialling the required number (or pressing a programmed key) and
then pressing the SPEAKER key.
Hot lines
Lifting the handset (or pressing the SPEAKER/MONITOR key) of
a Hot line extension will automatically dial a pre-programmed
internal or external number of up to 25 digits.
Hunt groups
A number of extensions may be arranged into a Hunt group and
allocated a common extension number (hunt group pilot number).
When a caller dials the pilot number, or an incoming call arrives,
the system hunts through the group of extensions until it finds and
rings an available extension.
Last number redial
The terminal automatically stores the last number dialled for use
at a later time. The number will be overwritten when another
number is dialled.
See also Notepad.
Liquid crystal display
Executive terminal only. The screen on which the system prompts
and messages etc. are displayed.
Monitor Operation
Monitor Operation is available on the Standard terminal and is
activated by pressing the MONITOR key after dialling the required
number whilst the handset is still on-hook.
The caller is able to hear call progress (ringing or busy tone) and
the called party, but the called party cannot hear the caller. The
handset must be lifted for two way communication.
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Music on hold
The system generates an internal tone, used to give an indication
to callers that they are in the Hold condition. Optionally, provision
is made for music from an external source to be supplied to the
caller on Hold.
Mute
Executive or Super Executive terminal only. Enables the muting
of speech transmission during a hands-free call, allowing the user
to speak privately without the called party hearing the
conversation.
Night service
This allows the System Supervisor to alter the ringing pattern of
incoming exchange line calls.
The system can be run permanently in either Day or Night service;
in automatic mode, when the start and stop times are
programmed, or manually, under the control of the System
Supervisor.
Notepad
Not available on Standard telephones. This allows the storing of a
number at the terminal as a note. Using the notepad facility will
overwrite the contents of the Last number redial store.
The Notepad contents will be overwritten when the next call is
made.
Override terminal grade and facilities
This facility allows a user of the highest user grade to temporarily
override the grade and facilities of another user’s terminal.
Pre-select dialling
Pre-select dialling is available on both the Standard, Executive
and Super Executive terminals and allows the user to select an
internal extension or, an external exchange line via a
programmed key, or via the keypad whilst still on-hook.
See also: Hands-free Operation and Monitor Operation
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Priority Queuing
Allows a particular grade of user to be allocated a priority status
(A,B or C) in accessing an extension or exchange line.
See also: User grades.
Programmable keys
Facilities, extension numbers, group extension numbers and
exchange lines can be stored at a particular programmable key,
and accessed when the key is pressed.
Re-establish transfer
If a transferred call is not answered within 30 seconds, it will
revert back to the terminal from which it was transferred.
Remote Recall
Allows access to the facilities of a host PABX via a terminal and is
activated by keying in the Remote Recall code.
Return At
Executive or Super Executive terminal only. Allows the user to set
a message at the terminal, informing callers using an Executive or
Super Executive terminal of the time of his/her return.
When a call is made from an Executive or Super Executive
terminal, the message appears on the caller’s display.
Ring Lists
Internal ring lists are used to ring a number of extensions when a
3 digit extension number (ring list pilot number) is dialled.
External ring lists determine which extensions will ring when an
incoming call is received on a particular exchange line.
Ringing/Tone demonstration
Enables the user to apply any of the ringing signals and the
system tones to the terminal.
Shuttle
Enables a user to swap between a call placed on Hold and the
caller to whom the user is currently speaking. Keying the Shuttle
code will switch between the two callers.
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Temporary tone inhibit
Prevents System supervisory tones being applied for the duration
of a particular call, and can be used for call set-up from a PC or
fax machine etc.
User grades
The system has three user grades: A-high, B-Medium and CLow.
A user can intrude into a busy extension of the same or lower
grade, override a Do not disturb setting, and be afforded priority
queuing.
Voice Alerting
Allows a call to be made through the speaker of the terminal
dialled without that terminal ringing.
The called party can answer by lifting the handset, or pressing the
SPEAKER key.
The volume is adjustable via the volume control keys.
Wait on busy
If the external line selected, or the extension called is busy,
engaged tone is heard and the call automatically placed in a
queue according to the caller’s user grade.
Provided the caller remains off-hook, when the line becomes free
the terminal will be connected in accordance with its place in the
queue.
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11. MAINS FAIL OPERATION
System terminals do not function under mains fail conditions.
Calls may only be made from standard telephones.
Lift the receiver and dial the required number. It is not necessary to
dial any line access digits.
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